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Let k be a field. Let K be a finite cyclic extension of k with Galois group 
m = (u) and let n = [K : k]. Given CY E k - (0) we define 
(Y&i -: I’ 
when i+j<n 
(01 when i+j>n. 
The crossed product of K and v by the factor set {cY,~,,~~~~,~<~ is called a cyclic 
algebra over k and is denoted by (K, CX). 
The purpose of this paper is to prove 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let k be a field of characteristic 0. Then any cyclic k-algebra 
is realizable as a simple component of a finite-dimensional cocommutatize k-Hopf 
algebra. 
In particular, if k is an algebraic number field, then, by the famous Xoether- 
Brauer-Hassc theorem (e.g., [l]), any finite-dimensional central simple k-algebra 
is a cyclic k-algebra. Hence from Proposition 2.1 WC get the following remarkable 
THEOREM. Let k be an algebraic number field. Then any finite-dimensional 
central simple k-algebra is realizable as a simple component of a finite-dimensional 
cocommutatice k-Hopf algebra. 
However, the following problem is kept open. 
P~o6.k~. Let k be an arbitrary field of characteristic 0. Ts a finite-dimensional 
central simple k-algebra realizable as a simple component of a finite-dimensional 
cocommutative k-Hopf algebra ? 
Let k be a field of characteristic 0. Let Ii bc a finite-dimensional cocommutativc 
k-Hopf algebra. It follows immediately from Kostant’s theorem (e.g., [2]) that 
there exist a finite Galois extension K of k and a finite group G such that 
li Or KG KG as K-Hopf algebras. (More generally, in [4] Larson showed 
that any finite-dimensional involutory k-Hopf algebra is semisimple. This 
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means that I-H and H* are semisimple.) Therefore a finite-dimensional cocom- 
mutative k-Hopf algebra can be obtained from a group alge ra by Galois descent. 
It should be noted (e.g., [3]) that there exists a finite-dimensional central simple 
algebra over an algebraic number field k which is not realizable as a simple 
component of a group algebra over k. 
Now let Z-, G be finite groups and let Y’(rr, G) = (# j 16 is a group h 
morphism of v to Aut G>. For ~/r , #a E Y’(r, G) we define $, N & if 
exists an element 7 of Aut G such that +z,&(~)T = Z/J,(O) for any G; E W. Then 
this is obviously an equivalence relation in Y’(mTT, G) We denote by Y(r, G) the 
set of all equivalence classes in !P’(v, G). 
Further let k be a field and let K be a finite Galois extension of k with Gal& 
group z n-. Let W(K/k, G) = (H / H is a k-Hopf algebra such that H Ok R z 
B;;G as li-Hopf algebras} and denote by H(K/k, G) the set of all isomorphism 
types as k-IIopf algebras in N’(K/k, G). For # E Y’(~T, G), 0 E ?T, we can regard 
#(CT) as a k-automorphism of KG by 
$(d (c a,g) = c f4%) #(ok for a, E k’. 
ssG WG 
We define the map +: !P’(rr, G) + H’(K/k, G) by c#J($) = SZG*(s)a 
Another main result in this paper is 
‘I’HRORIX 1.4. The map C#J: !?(rr, G) --+ H’(K:k, G) induus th? bijertio?l 
$: Y(,., G) --, H(K:‘k, G). 
In this paper we use the same notation and terminology as in [3]. 
1. Gr\LOIJ DESCEST 
\\:e begin with 
PRO~~~SITIOS 1.1 (Kostant). Let k be a field of rhmmteristir 0. Ixf il he a 
Jilzite-dimerl.~ionaI corommutatize k-Hopf algebra. Then there exist a j?zite Galois 
estension K of k and ajinitegvoup G suck that H &;I,< R ” KG as K-Ho~fn~~ebmas. 
f’roof. Let k be an algebraic closure of k. Let G =-: {<y 5 If $?,. Ir (A :xy 1)(g) -- 
g <;(:Cy’, and L = {E E H oJC k (il $$ l)(f) L 1 ‘3 1 -I- 1 ~2, I}. Then G is a group 
and the elements of G are linearly independent over k [2, (3.2.1)]. 1, can be 
regarded as a Lie algebra under [l,, ., I_] = l,L, - i,l, . \Vc denote by C-(L) t!le 
universal enveloping algebra ofL. Hy Kostant’s theorem [2, (8.1.5) and (13.0. i)] 
we have Ii ,$jk k c 5(L) (& kG as k-vector spaces. Ifl, :f 0, then dim, l.‘(L) ,xr;, 
which contradicts the assumption that dim, 1-I < x. Hence H I$:~: k F; kG as 
k-vector spaces. Since KG is a sub-Hopf algebra of H [x>~ k, \ve have 
11 <$,; R s kG as k-Hopf algebras. It is seen easily- that (kG):>” G‘-: k c, ... c:J k as 
k-algebras. Therefore H* is a commutative semisi:nplc algebra. Hence \ve have 
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H” N K, (3 *.. @ K, for some finite extensions Ki of k. J,et K be a finite Galois .- 
extension of k containing all Ki , i : I,..., i. Then (I-l gk K)I s H” (& K 2 
K @ .*. 0 K as K-algebra. Let e, ,..., e,, be the orthogonal idempotents of 
II* 5& K. And let [<yi} be the dual basis of {pi). Then we easily can check that 
4(gi) ;’ gi @$gi . H cnce WC have [gi) -= G and I-I !& ii e KG as K-Hopf 
algebras. 
Hemark. By using Larson’s result [4, Thcorcm 4.31 u-e can prove this propo- 
sition more easily. 
LI:MMA 1.2. Let k he a field, Irt K be a finite Galois estensiou of k, let 
x L: Gal(K/k) be tke Galois group of K owr k, and let r0 be a subgroup of 7. Let 
{To (:= 1), Tl )...) T,} be a set of (left) . p re resentatizes of iT’7r0 in 77 and let {to , t, ,..., tl} 
be a k-basis of Knn. Thn thew exist (I - 1)3 elements a:: , 0 -< i, j, m << 1, c$ k 
suck that 
Proof. Let iJ = (T2(ti))i.l . J.ct .I,, bc the I x I matrix obtained from ,-I by 
deleting the ith row and jth column and d,, = (-- 1)“jdet =lij. Since 
r(4,,i!dct .)I) -_1 d,,,‘det .1 for all 7 E v,, , we have d,,,/det ;1 E K-0. Then there 
exist (1 .;- 1)3 clcments a:; in k satisfying (d,,,/dct fl)t,,, : xi ,, ar:tj . \\‘c also 
have Tt(doi/det :‘I) := d,i,/dct ‘-1 for all 0 < f :y I, and SO xi. U zy:T,(t,) m: 
(dti,‘det A) T’(t,,,) for all 0 ,;z t CC.. I Therefore 
L- (1 'Jet =I)'(4ij)i.,(Ts(t,,,)S,,),.l . 
Thus WC have (:(ti)).J~:,, ay;T,(tJ))i,, = : (T,,(t",) S,,),,, . This means that 
ZO::i j,.'/ aET.s(ti) Tf(t,) = T<(twa) 6.\f . 
PROPOSITIOS 1.3. Let k be a field, let K be a finite Gal& extension of k, and 
let G be ajnitegroup. Let x := Gal(K/k). Tken 
(1) KG’L’n’ is a k-Hopf a!yebra, and KG*(-) s;k K p KG as K-IIopf 
ulgebras. 
(2) KGb,(n’ ilv K(;(‘IzIT) as k-Hopf algebras if and o+ if IJJ, -. (CI? .
Proof. Let (CI c ‘P(n, G). Let G = D, u 0.. U D,, bc the decomposition of G 
intoG(orbits D, , I b< i < In. Given f, c- I); we put 7i T= (n 5 7r ; G(o)(gi) = R;). 
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Let {TX’ (-: i), 7y,..., T”)’ bc a set of representatives of x;‘zi in X. Then \vc kavc [I , 
Di =- (c/,(T)(gi) 7 C 77) .L {Ic1(Tbi’)(gi) (- ,“i), $(T:i’)(gi),..., $h(Tif’)(gi)]. Since D, is 
a y%(n)-orbit, for x,,CCT a,,g E KGb(li) we hare 
Let S be the antipode of KG. For xCreC a,g c KCFfrj 
Sest we will prow that d(KZYf’“‘) L KDf”‘~ $$ KDf’“‘, lvhere A is the 
comultiplication of KG. Let (t,, :..., tL.) be a k-basis of Kzi. If we put 
a,. x i 7ji)(tk) #(~j”)(g~), 
k : .- O,... , li , then {u,, ,..., ali) is a K-basis of KD:‘“‘, and by (1.2) we can find 
(ii I 1)” elements $ in k such that Co~lr,C,,~;r;:1,7.~)(f,,) ~i’)(tJ = cy)(fnl) S,, 
Then we have 
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:.- A (; Ty’(tm) #(Ts”)(gi)) 
7 44. 
Therefore d(KD:(“‘) C KD$‘“’ Ok K@“~‘. Thus KGh(*) is a k-Hopf algebra 
satisfying KG$(z) & K g KG as a K-Hopf algebra. 
We assume that I,!J~ r~ I/J~ . Let T be an clement of Aut G such that T-~#~(u)T = 
#a(o) for all o E n. ‘VI:e regard r as a K-Hopf algebra automorphism of KG by 
a7.G %4 = LG u,r(g) for a, E K. Let xqEo a,g E KG6pfp). Then for all u E v 
we have 
= c 4%) T(T-‘%l(u) Tk)) c7 
= T (c ‘da,) %d”)k)) D 
Therefore r is a map of KGbzcn) into KGhl(*). Since 7 is a bijection, we have 
KG&I(~) c KG&Z(~) as k-Hopf algebras. 
Conversely suppose that KG*lcn) g KG&Z(~) as k-Hopf algebras and denote 
this isomorphism by $I. Let q; KG6f(X) ok K r; KG, i =: 1, 2, be K-Hopf 
algebra isomorphisms which can be found by (l), and put v = CQ($ @ I@. 
Since q , ova , 4 @ 1 arc K-Hopf algebra maps, 7 is a K-Hopf algebra map. 
Therefore d(q(g)) == (7 @ q)(d(g)) = v(g) @ T(g) for all g E G, which implies 
that 7 is an automorphism of G. Since (~a is an isomorphism, for anyg E G we can 
find elements h, E KG*z(+, Ii E K such that xi c+(& @ ZJ = g. From this WC 
have 
rl%1(~) T’W 
= T rl%l(“) al(%-l 0 l)Chi 0 li) 
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This completes the proof of (2). 
We now have 
r~I-IEORl?hI 1.4. Let k be ajeld, let K be ajnite Galois extension of k, and let G be 
a finite group. Let rr = Gal(K,/k). Then the tmzp 4; Y’(r, G) --z N’(K/k, C) 
de$ned ?~y +(#) =-- KG*(“) induces the hijectimz c$; Y(v, G) --t li(K:k, 6). 
Proof. By (1.3) $ is well defined and injective. Hence it suffices to show that 4 
is surjective. Let HE H’(K/k, G). Let or; H &. K 2 KG as K-Hopf algebras and 
G(u) = cr(1 @ u)~y-l for CJ E 7~ = Gal(K/k). Th en we SW easily that #(a,~~) -= 
+(uJ $(u2) for all u 1, era E v and that cu(ll) = KGdt7). \\‘c denote by A, the 
comultip!ication of II. Then Aa: = ( a ‘3 a)(A, <$ 1) because OL is a K-IIopf 
algebra map. By using this we have, for all R E G, 
Since G = (R E KG 1 A(g) : g sg), we have #(U)(R) E G. The fact that (L, 
1 :$ u are algebra maps implies that ,!J( ) I o is an automorphism of G. Therefore 
4 E Y’(n, G) and thus the proof of the theorem is completed. 
‘The coalgebra structure of the Hopf algebra KG”‘“) can be determined i,: 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let k be a field, let K be a jinite Galois extension of lz. and 
let 71 = CJal(K/k) be the Galoisgroup of K oe’er k. Let G be ajinitegroup, let 4 be a 
group homomorphism of T to Aut G, and let G = D, v Dzz v ... v II, be Ihe 
decomposifion of G into #(n)-orbits Di . Then 
(K@““‘)* .= (K@(“))* (3 . . . 3 (KD;‘“‘)” 
as k-algebras. Further let gi be an element of Di ana’ ri := (7 F $r j $(r)(gij = gi’;, 
Then (KDTCa)), g K”t as k-algebras. 
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f’rovf. In the proof of (1.3), it is shown that KGdca) = zk KDT’“’ as k-vector 
spaces and d(KD:‘“‘) C KD:‘“’ @ KD, ‘la). From this we see that (KD)f(<)* is 
a k-algebra and (KG”“‘))* = C”) (KD’fcn))‘: as k-algebras. Hence we only need 
to prove that (KDfts))* z Kni as k-algebras. Let {T,, (==-I), or ,..., TV} be a set of 
representatives of x/7ri in r and {to, t, ,..., tl} a k-basis of KVr. In the proof of 
(1.3) we get that {uB = xj Tj(l,) (cI(Ti)(Si)> is a k-basis of KDf”“. \Ve define a 
k-linear map p; KDf’“’ -• K”* by ~(a~) = t, and a multiplication o on (Knl)” is 
induced to make the following diagram commutative: 
As usual tr = trKnilk denotes the trace from KSi to k. For a E KB* WC define a 
k-linear map Tr(a): Kni -* k by Tr(a)(b) = tr(ab) for all b E Kzi. Since 
(Kxi)” = {Tr(a) 1 a E Kni}, we can define a k-linear map v; (Km<)* --f KTc by 
, v(? r(u)) = a. Let T) =: VP*- l. Kow WC prove that the k-linear map 
71: (K#““‘)” + K”i 
is an isomorphism. By (1.2) WC can find (1 + 1)3 elements C$ of k such that 
Xi. j LytTs(fi) Tt(fj) = T.dfnJ 6st * It has been shown, in the proof of (1.3), that 
d(u,) = x.i,j oryiai @ a, . Then for a, b E K71, 
P(a) 0 Tr(b)kJ 
= - (p4)-l d *(px @ p*)(‘l’r(u) @ Tr(b))(t,,) 
= d *(p* @ p*)(‘rr(u) @ ‘l’r(b))(u,) 
-= W-(a) @ Tr(bN(cr 63 c’) (z 4% 0 uj) 
- 2 c$J tr(utj) tr(bt,) 
1.i 
= C T&b) dtm) 
s 
:. tr(&,). 
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Therefore ‘r’r(a) c Tr(h) = ‘I’r(ab), which implies that (AX$“C1)X : A?, as 
k-algebras. 
2. SIMPLE COMPOSFXTS 
In this section WC use the following notations for II 2: II matrices: 
I: the identity matrix; 
J: the matrix whose @-component -: 1 i - j :-: 1 (mod II) 
-7 0 i --- j :+ 1 (mod II), 
rliag{n, ) n, )..., u,j. ” the diagonal matrix whose ii-component is U; , 
Our main result in this section is given in 
PROPOSITIOS 2.1. Let k be a field of characteristic 0. Let K be a jinite cyiic 
G&is extelzsion of k. Then any cyclic k-algebra (K, CY), CA EI- k --- CO>, is realixahie 
as a simple componezzt of a finite-dimensional cocommutntize k-Hopf akebra. 
Proof. Let zz :: [K : k]. Let /3 be an zzth root of a-l and let E be a primitive 
72th root of unity. Write 7r == Gal(K(j3, l )/k), r:o = Gal(k(/3, 6)/k), rl L:- 
Gal(K@?, E)/k(p, E)), 7s = Gal(K(/3,6)/K) and put Gal(K/k) == (u>. VVc denote by 
t% C-B), PG ,..., PC,‘ all d is i t net elements of {u(p) i cr E rOj ‘. Since u(/?) is an zzth 
root of o(-.r$ ci is an nth root of unity. 1’0 prove the theorem, it suffices to construct 
a metabclian group G, an irreducible representation p of G over K(,fl, C) of degree 
n and a group homomorphism 3 of v to Aut G such that t/(o)(e) = e for all 
CJ E zr and (K(jl, E)Ge)6(n) p (K, a) as a k-algebra, where e is the central 
idempotent of K(/3, E)G corresponding to p. In fact, if WC can find such G, p, 
and #, then by (1.3) (K(/3, c)G)~(~) is a k-Hopf algebra and (K, a) is a simple 
component of (K(j3, ~)G)ti(-). 
\‘i’e denote by G the metabelian group generated by -r, ,..., No, y,. ,..., yh with 
relations sis = 1, ydtZ :: 1, -z^?vj : .t’iNi , ysyt L: ytys , y;‘xlys z 2 x,: ,.,., 
y$, y, = x1 for all 1 .< i, j < n and all 1 :< s, t < h. We define 2 
K(F, E)-algebra homomorphism p of K(/3, c)G to the full matrix algebra 
-lI,,(K(/3, c)) of degree zz b! 
p(xJ = diag{l,..., 1, - i, l,...: l> 
an d 
p(yJ 7 6;ytJ). 
Then p is an epimorphism, and therefore it is an irreducible representation of G. 
For CT in we define a permutation $(u) of {x1 ,..., xn , yz ,..., y,] as follows: 
(1) If 0~~ = uz, then #(C)(NJ == xi+z , i 7 l,..., zz, where subscripts we 
added mod .n. 
(2) If a(j?r,) - j36j , then #(a)(yi) = yj . 
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By the definition of G /( ) I u can be regarded as an automorphism of G. So WC 
get a group homomorphism 1,4: x -+ Aut G. 
Let e be the central idempotent of K(fl, E)G corresponding to p. Let x be the 
character of p. Then it is well known that e = x(l) 1 G i-l xgEG x(~-l)g. If we 
can show 
ax = x$+4 
then 
ICl(u>(e> 
=z ~%>(x(l) I G I--‘,; xk%) 
L = x(1) I G I-’ c 4x(P)) vW(g) 
b-G 
=y x(1> I G i--l C x(g-‘k 
LEG 
e. 
Therefore, in order to show that #(u)(e) = e, we only need to show that 
u(x(x;Ix;” . . . x;y:‘y;? . . . r’,“) 
=: x(~(u)(x;~x.~~ ... N;y$;? .’ * y?)). 
By the definition of p we have 
x(x+,” . . . qyf&2 ...yF) 
z Tr(diag{(--l)el, (- 1)‘2,..., (-. l)“n}(“J)‘l~ f~~“.ifh~;f~~if~ . . . <if”) 
-;; c -f1 -12 . . . -fn 
1 5 
Fh ((-1)“’ + 1.. f (--l)%I) when z\fi+--.+fh, 
-0 when n 7 fi j- **. -:- fiL . 
Let Xi, = #(u)(xs) and yj, = #(u)(yJ. Then, in the case where n (jr + .a* -/- fh , 
pf” . ..ifJE~f' --fit ... E. 11 ‘h 
.-: (pEjlJfl . . . (/-&p 
z (u(pEl))-” *. . (u&J)- -‘A 
.= u(p-'f'+"'+f"')(u(E1))-fI . . . (u(a))-fh 
= pfl+...+fh) 
(u(Q))-fl -0. (u(Q))-fh 
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because m(p) = T&J ;= pi,, 
6 E (K(j3, c)Gp’. 
means $J(T)(~;,) = yiTD. Therefore 
On the other hand, 
p(K) = (diag(a, ~(a),..., z~r(a)} \ a E Kj 
and 
Since (p-‘J)” == p-“l =--. & and 
(p-‘J)-’ diag{a, ~(a),..., u”-‘(u)} /3 -rJ 
= diag(u(u) ,..., P-*(U), a], 
we have i? z K by the correspondence CC::-,’ U;(U) z,,,)e<--t a and K + 
~~+-.‘-Z&P-‘s(K,a) by th e correspondence (xF=y,r &(u)z~.~ & H (z, 
1zo U. Accordingly dim,(K + KC T **. -f KzP1) = dim,(K, a) - n2 = 
dim,(K@, e)Gep(r;), which implies 
R.&l+-*. ‘- ZtfP1 = (K(/?, l )Gey(“). 
Thus (KG, e)Ge)6(“) z (K, a). This completes the proof of the proposition. 
We have, in the commutative case, 
PRorosr~~oh- 2.2. Let k be a Jield of clzaracteristic 0. Let L, , L, ,..., L, be 
jinite extensions of k. TIzezz there exists a $nite-dimensional commutative coconzmu- 
tutice k-Hopfulgebru H of zchichL, 0 ... @L, is a direct summund us a k-algebra. 
Proof. Let K be a finite Galois extension of k containing L, ,...,L( . Let 
r == Gal(K/k), ni = GaI(K/L,) and r/xi = (&ri , $‘vT~ ,..., r$rij with 7:’ = 1. 
We denote by G the elementary Abelian 2-group generated b; xyr, 0 < i < t, 
0 < j < n( with relations (x7’)” = 1, $)x~~) = x(lk)$‘) for all 0 < i, k < t, 
0 <‘j < ni , 0 < I < n, . For u E r we define $(u)(xy’) == xp’ if CU$~ - @vi . 
As is seen easily, I/J is a group homomorphism of r to Aut G and Di := {.xf:i),..., x$ 
is a #(?;)-orbit of G. Let II = Homr,(KGC4(n), k). From (I .3) KG4c-J is a com- 
mutative cocommutativc k-Hopf algebra, which implies H is a commutative 
cocommutative k-Hopf algebra. Further, by (1.5), (KZ$n’)X 0 .** 0 (KDf’“‘)* 
is a direct summand of H as a k-algebra, and (KDf(“‘)* F- KXi - Li , because 
{T E 77 1 1#b(T)(X1;“) = XV’} == (7 E x 1 777i = 7ri) = Tri . 
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